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ABSTRACT An automotive concept for vehicular communications is proposed that utilizes the potential
of the roof area for antennas. Antennas are distributed in cavities and on shelves in the center and on the
front and rear roof ends. The arrangement of antennas on the roof allows better radiation to the front and
back of automobiles than shark-fins and single cavities. Combining several modules provides space for
further antennas, sensors, and integrated front-ends, as well as better spatial separation for multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) arrays beyond 5G, and cooperative connected and automated driving. A prototype
was developed and built into a car chassis. The measured data were analyzed and evaluated in the view of
coverage for vulnerable road users and on correlation for the MIMO.
INDEX TERMS Antenna, automotive, concealed, conformal, chassis module, roof.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative, connected and automated driving and communications beyond 5G will further increase the demand for vehicular antennas. There is a gap between the antenna systems
that are required for automated and connected ‘‘self-driving’’
cars and the modules that are used today. Contemporary
automotive antennas are placed in protruding aerodynamic
casings which are about the same size as smart phones and
do not fully utilize the available space on cars. Starting with
a single antenna for telephony [1], the number of antennas
included in these shark-fins has grown substantially during
the last ten years. These modules now contain antennas for
satellite navigation, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
antennas for cellular systems, WLAN, digital audio broadcasting, satellite digital audio radio (SDARS), and diversity
antennas for vehicle-to-any communication (V2X) [2]–[9].
However, the antenna design suffers from the limited space:
The coupling between antennas is significant and the antennas shadow each others radiation patterns. Several investigations conclude that automotive antenna systems benefit
from spatial diversity, i.e. placing antennas further apart.
MIMO channel measurements suggest that spatial diversity
is more relevant than polarization diversity on vehicles [10].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Di Zhang.
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Drive tests compared two antennas in a shark-fin module to
antennas on the left- and right-hand side of the roof and it is
found that the farther spaced antennas achieve a 15 % higher
throughput [11].
Protruding modules cannot grow in size as they influence the vehicle aerodynamics and disturb their aesthetic
appearance, which is a major selling point for passenger
cars. Concepts of antennas not visible at first glance and
conformal with the car body are now widely considered as
alternative to shark-fin modules. Conformal modules can
grow in size as they are not constrained by aesthetics. On
the front end of the roof, modules at the rear view mirror
are considered [12], spoilers are considered at the rear roof
end [13], [14], transparent antennas can be applied to the
windows [15], [16] and characteristic mode analysis can be
utilized to excite parts of the vehicle [12], [17]. Side mirrors
are a viable option for trucks [18], but may get replaced by
camera systems. Overall, none of these positions are large
enough to contain all antennas required in the future. Additionally, most are interdependent with other functional car
units.
Optimum positions for automotive antennas are difficult
to identify. Antenna characteristics change in a non-trivial
way when placed on vehicles, due to a multitude of near-field
effects that modify the intended current distributions [19].
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Common effects include diffraction, reflection, surface
waves, re-radiation from induced currents and shadowing.
Nevertheless, several studies compared antenna positions
on cars [20], [21]. Reference [20] investigated performance
based on data rates achieved in ray tracing simulations and
identified the side mirrors, roof, A-pillars and the area above
the windshield as promising positions.
For these reasons, integrating the antennas into the vehicle roof is a promising paradigm. Roofs contain overhead
consoles or windows, but leave plenty of space otherwise.
Due to its predominantly metallic structure, the roof acts as a
large ground plane and it offers unobstructed omnidirectional
radiation and isolation from the passenger cabin. An aperture
towards the cabin has been considered in [22]. A carbon
fiber reinforced cavity was described in [23] that can be
manufactured as part of the chassis. Reference [24] showed
that near-omnidirectional radiation is achievable from such a
cavity with a variety of antennas. For single omnidirectional
antennas circular cavities have been proposed [25]–[28].
Reflections from the side walls were prevented by either
exponentially tapering the cavity floor [25], or by tilting
the walls [24], [26]. Cavity-backed antennas have been proposed for automotive applications in [27] and [28]. Conformal antenna modules at the front of the roof [29], [30]
were shown to increase coverage towards vulnerable road
users [31] and they leave room to include optical cameras
for automated driving cars. Pattern reconfigurable antennas in a chassis antenna cavity were prototyped in [32]
and [33]. Smaller versions of such cavities have been used
to flush-mount antennas on racing cars [34].
Contribution — We propose to turn car roofs into
distributed antenna systems. Three antenna modules are combined in the car roof (Fig. 1a). The first is a cavity above the
windshield, which is open towards driving direction. The second is a cavity in the roof center. The third is a shelf at the
rear end of the car roof. The antenna roof was prototyped
on a sedan type car mock-up and measured. The antennas
are evaluated based on matching, coupling, correlation, gain
patterns and their coverage towards vulnerable road users.
II. ANTENNA MODULES AND EVALUATION

We prototyped an automotive antenna roof concept that
included three antenna modules at the front, center and rear
of the roof (Fig. 1b). The modules in the front and center
positions were conformal antenna cavities, while a shelf was
tested at the rear roof end. The combination of three modules
created more space for antennas on cars. The modules were
spaced as far apart as possible on a car roof to achieve better
separation of the antennas and to beneficially utilize the roof
curvature, without compromising stability. The two cavities
and the shelf were laser cut and bent from aluminum sheets.
The paint was grinded off around the modules, then gaps
were closed with conductive and adhesive aluminum tape. We
expect that such antenna modules will have manufacturing
costs similar to shark-fin modules in mass production. Like
shark-fin modules, they will have a metal base, the antennas,
20084

FIGURE 1. a) Sketch of the proposed antenna roof. b) Photograph of the
antenna roof prototype on a sedan type passenger car mock-up. Antenna
modules are located at the front, center and rear of the roof. All
dimensions are in millimeter.

matching circuits, transceiver electronics and a dielectric
cover.
A. CAVITY AT FRONT ROOF END ABOVE WINDSHIELD

The first antenna module was built at the front end of the
car roof. A regular chassis antenna cavity with four walls at
this position was considered in simulations in [35]. Instead of
this straightforward approach, the investigated antenna module used the roof curvature as an advantage. The front wall
obstructed the antenna in driving direction and was removed.
The cavity is identical to the one in [31] and has a base plate
size of 150 mm ×500 mm. The roof was cut open behind the
A-pillar roof frame cross member in a distance of 13 cm from
the windshield. The module was inserted into the car roof
horizontally and the side walls were adapted to follow the
roof curvature. Fig. 2a shows a closeup of the front antenna
module.
B. CHASSIS CAVITY IN ROOF CENTER

The antenna module in the roof center was a chassis antenna
cavity. The geometry of the aluminum cavity was identical to [24] to maintain comparability with previous work.
The non-resonant cavity had tilted walls and a size of
150 mm × 500 mm on the floor and 220 mm × 570 mm at
roof level. It was inserted into the roof behind the B-pillar
roof frame cross member. The aluminum cavity is shown
in Fig. 2b. Multiple antennas inside such a cavity are
investigated in [36], where influence on the gain patterns is
VOLUME 7, 2019
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the position of cyclists and pedestrians three seconds before
impact are quantified. It is found that 90 % of pedestrians are
located within ±20◦ before impact, and that cyclists come
from a wider range with 90 % within ±80◦ . These numbers
allow a meaningful quantitative comparison of automotive
antennas. Gain patterns in the horizontal plane (θ = 90◦ ,
roof level) are considered for communication with vulnerable
road users, on the basis that wearable antennas might be
located at approximately roof level, i.e. 1.5 m above street
level [38], [39].
Finally, the antenna system is evaluated for application in
MIMO schemes by the correlation. The complex correlation
is calculated from S-parameters by the expression [40]


− Sii∗ Sij + Sji∗ Sjj
(1)
ρij = q


1 − |Sii |2 − |Sji |2 1 − |Sjj |2 − |Sij |2
FIGURE 2. a) Antenna module on the front roof end above the
windshield. b) Chassis antenna cavity in the roof center. c) Antenna shelf
at the rear roof end. d) Cross section of the wideband conical monopole
antenna. (Drawing reused with permission from [31], 2018 IEEE.) All
dimensions are in millimeters.

found due to the proximity of the antennas inside a single
cavity.

where * denotes the conjugate complex. Eq. 1 is only valid for
lossless antennas. This assumption should be approximately
valid, because the conical monopole antennas and the roof
around them are made from metal and no lossy substrate
is used. The frequency dependent correlation is calculated
from the measured S-parameters by evaluating Eq. 1 at each
frequency point independently. Power correlation is then calculated as the magnitude square of the complex correlation.

C. SHELF AT REAR ROOF END ABOVE REAR WINDOW

The rear end of the car roof is more flexible with regard
to antenna design and several options are available. Sharkfins, roof spoilers or cavities open towards the back of the
car could be implemented. Instead of using an additional
cavity, an antenna shelf concept was explored at the rear
end. The shelf placed the antenna at an elevated position
to allow unobstructed coverage around the car. Electronic
circuits placed under the shelf would be isolated towards both
antennas and the passenger cabin. Additionally, this position
could act as a connecting point towards on-glass antennas in
the rear window [17]. The dimensions were the same as the
cavities (150 mm ×500 mm), but the side plates were bent
downwards to form a shelf. The shelf was placed on the roof
on top of the C-pillar roof frame cross member. The module
back ended directly at the roof end, where the rear window
glass started. The prototype is shown in Fig. 2c.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

All measurements were performed with a mid-sized passenger car mock-up in the Virtual Road Simulation and Test
Area (VISTA) at the Thuringian Centre of Innovation in
Mobility at TU Ilmenau, Germany [41]. VISTA employs a
spherical near-field measurement system. Elevation angles
from zenith to 20 degrees below horizon were covered with
110 probe antennas on the θ-arm. The setup is shown in Fig. 3.
Far-field results were obtained by a near-to-far-field transformation. Antenna gain was calibrated using a reference
monocone antenna.

D. EVALUATION

First, the scattering parameters are evaluated to check proper
matching of the antennas to the cable impedances and to
quantify coupling between the antennas.
Second, the positions are evaluated based on gain patterns.
Automotive antennas should provide omnidirectional coverage around the vehicle, as the orientation of the car towards
other stations is generally unknown. Good coverage below
horizon is paramount to communicate with vulnerable road
users in the cooperative driving paradigm, and it is important
for communication with smaller vehicles.
Third, the antenna modules are evaluated for their coverage
towards vulnerable road users in front of the car. In [37]
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 3. The prototype of the roof distributed antennas on the mock-up
is set up in the VISTA for measurements [41].

Specifically designed narrow-band and multi-band antennas will be used for commercial systems. However, in order
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to evaluate the antenna positions and modules it is desired
to measure standard wideband antennas. For this purpose,
conical monopole antennas [42], [43] were used to characterize the antenna positions in a wide frequency range from
0.8 to 6 GHz. The cone angles were adapted to match the
antenna impedances to the 50 Ohm feed cable impedances.
Identical cones were turned on a lathe from aluminum. Holes
were laser-cut in the center of each antenna module and coaxial SMA connector flanges were attached. The cones were
not soldered to the connectors. Instead the cones were built
with a cylindrical extension with a hole at the cone tip. The
extension was designed to tightly fit to the inner conductors
of the SMA connectors. The constructional drawing with
dimensions is given in Fig. 2d. During measurements all three
antenna modules were present on the vehicle. Not-measured
antennas present during the gain pattern measurements were
terminated with matched loads. Protective covers were not
used, such that the results do not depend on an arbitrarily
chosen radome.
The scattering parameters were measured in an anechoic
environment and are given in Fig. 4. The return loss of
the conical monopole antennas is better than 10 dB over
most of the frequency band and is slightly influenced by the
mounting position. The decoupling between the antennas is
excellent, which is achieved by the large distances between
the antennas on the roof. It is slightly above −30 dB for
neighboring antennas and frequencies around 1 GHz (maximum −28 dB for front-to-center and −26 dB for centerto-rear), e.g. the lower LTE bands. For higher frequencies
decoupling approaches −40 dB. The antennas in the front
cavity and on the rear shelf are even better decoupled with
a worst case value of −35 dB throughout the measured frequency range from 0.85 to 6 GHz. Such values are practically unachievable in shark-fin modules, because of the close
proximity of the antennas and the resulting coupling of the
fields. For comparison, the two monopole-like antennas used
in [6], reached a mutual coupling of −6 dB below 1 GHz and
−15 dB around 6 GHz. [5] achieved −10 dB around 1 GHz,
−20 dB to −30 dB at 2.4 GHz and −30 dB at 5.9 GHz, in a
shark-fin module where PIFA and monopole antennas were

FIGURE 4. Absolute values of the measured scattering parameters. |S11 |,
|S22 |, |S33 | quantify the matching of the antennas in the front, center and
rear roof locations, respectively. |S21 |, |S32 |, |S31 | quantify the coupling
between antennas in front/center, center/rear and front/rear locations,
respectively.
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combined. A combination of PIFA and stacked monopole
in [7] achieved −10 dB on the 800 MHz bands and −20 dB
above this band.
Cuts of the measured gain patterns are shown in Fig. 5. The
vertical cuts in front and back direction show that the cavity at
the front is more efficient in the front direction (Fig. 5a), while
the roof shelf at the rear end offers better coverage towards
the back (Fig. 5c) and the chassis cavity in the roof center is
a good tradeoff (Fig. 5b). The antenna positions have similar
characteristics towards the sides of the car (Figs. 5d-5f). This
is no surprise, because from the viewpoint of each antenna
the geometry is similar towards the sides. The gain patterns
for 2.45 GHz and below are typical monopole patterns with a
null at zenith and smooth omnidirectional coverage towards
horizon. For 5.9 GHz large ripples appear close to zenith.
Gain is reduced by about 10 dB from 30◦ to 60◦ and deep
nulls appear in this region. This is a direct influence of the
chassis antenna cavity design and was already found in [24].
For θ > 60◦ the gain pattern is again omnidirectional, which
is important for the V2X application at 5.9 GHz.
In the horizontal plane all three antenna modules
offer omnidirectional coverage around the whole vehicle,
with gains >−10 dBi. No nulls appear in the gain patterns at the horizon, in contrast to the typical performance of closely spaced antennas in shark-fins and roof
spoilers [5]–[7], [13], [14].
The coverage towards vulnerable road users is compared
in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, where the minimum, maximum and
average gains of the three antenna modules are given for
pedestrians and cyclists, respectively. As expected, the cavity
above the windshield provides the best coverage towards
vulnerable road users. Interestingly, the antenna on the rear
shelf surpasses the center cavity for some of the selected
frequencies. This is a direct consequence of the elevated
antenna position on the shelf and the resulting improvement
in coverage towards the front. It must however be noted that
the coverage from the center cavity and rear shelf decay
abruptly in the front towards angles below horizon (compare
Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c), just as it is the case for contemporary
shark-fin modules. If pedestrians carry devices in their pant
pockets or handbags [44], then coverage from the center and
rear roof end might be significantly decreased, which is why
the module at the front is so important.
Results for correlation are shown in Fig. 6 for all antenna
pairs. Note that the correlation is logarithmically scaled,
although the correlation is usually depicted linearly for
closely spaced MIMO antennas, e.g. [40]. Modules placed
next to each other (front-center and center-rear) are spaced
by at least 62 cm – even at the lower LTE frequency
bands this is almost 2 λ. The low coupling between the
antennas (|S21 |max = −28 dB and |S21 |max = −26 dB)
causes maximum correlations of |ρ12 |2max = 0.0029 and
|ρ23 |2max = 0.0045 at 850 MHz. The antennas in the front
and rear end are separated by 124 cm (3.5 λ at 850 MHz),
which results in |ρ13 |2max = 3 · 10−5 . As comparison, [8]
investigated two dielectric resonator antennas inside a
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 5. Cuts of the gain patterns measured in situ on a sedan mock-up; realized gain; linear polarization in θ direction; top-row (a, b, c):
vertical cuts front/back, middle-row (d, e, f): vertical cuts left/right and bottom-row (g, h, i): horizontal cuts for polar angle θ = 90◦ . Left-column
(a, d, g): front cavity, middle-column (b, e, h): center cavity and right-column (c, f, i): rear shelf.
TABLE 1. Minimum, maximum and average gains towards pedestrian in dBi (θ = 90◦ , ϕ = ±20◦ ).

shark-fin and achieved an envelope correlation of 0.2 in
the 800 MHz LTE band and correlations <0.05 in the 1800,
2100 and 2600 MHz frequency bands. Schneider et al. [5]
VOLUME 7, 2019

achieved a correlation between 0.1 and 0.2 in the 900 MHz
band with two planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA) inside a
shark-fin.
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TABLE 2. Minimum, maximum and average gains towards cyclists in dBi (θ = 90◦ , ϕ = ±80◦ ).

from the vehicle, which decreases the drag coefficient and
in turn reduced fuel consumption and increases range per
battery charge for electric vehicles.
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